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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Gender Links (GL), a Southern African NGO headquartered in Johannesburg with a satellite
office in Zimbabwe contracted Ms. Thandiwe Mlobane to provide facilitation and Training of
Trainers from a number of Councils in Zimbabwe. The training was on entrepreneurship for
women survivors of Gender Based Violence (GBV). The Councils that were represented at the
two day training were Goromonzi, Chinhoyi, Chegutu, Manyame, Gweru, Chiredzi, Bulawayo,
Kadoma, and Zvimba. The training was compressed to fit within the two days.
The training focused on three key result areas, namely, empowering women with life skills,
assisting them to develop business skills and sharpening their networking skills so as to be able
to come up with bankable Business Plans.
The trainers were expected to duplicate the training methodology that was used during Phases
1, 2 and 3 of the Entrepreneurship Program. The most critical of these Phases was Phase 1
which would turn around a woman from being a mere “survivor” into a fully- fledged
“Entrepreneur”. The training for Phase 1 of the programme referred to as the Inception phase
would be broken down into 5 days. Below is a summary of the way in which the Trainers were
advised to approach Phase 1:
Background
This programme is mainly targeted towards women who have gone through gender based
violence. It is estimated that 68% of women in the 10 provinces of Zimbabwe have experienced
gender based violence. Study conducted in 2012 showed that most women who go through
gender based violence are not economically independent hence the initiation of the
Entrepreneurship training providing various skills such as life skills, confidence building, writing,
public speaking and decision making. The Entrepreneurship training programme started in
2013 with only 5 Councils and Mrs Mlobane as the facilitator. To date the organisation has
trained about 150 women who are survivors of GBV. Gender Action Plans with local authorities
have been put in place to ensure that they reduce the levels of violence.
A “Training Of the Trainer” program was organized by Gender Links. The workshop was held
over two days, 10 and 11 April 2018 at Pandhari Lodge in Harare. As a means of strengthening
the program and ensuring that the Councils own it, Gender Links invited Councils to select two
representatives each who would be trained in conducting the Entrepreneurship program for
new women entrepreneurs in their local areas. They were expected to go back to their
Councils, identify a minimum of five (5) women survivors of Gender Based Violence and train
them to be successful Entrepreneurs. The following are the positions that these Council
representatives indicated they hold:


Internal Auditor



Accounting Officer
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Social Worker



Human Resources Officer



Deputy Director of Housing and Community Services



Environmental Officer



Planning Officer



Public Relations Officer



Personal Secretary

The workshop was officially opened by Gender Links Country Manager, Priscilla Maposa. She
welcomed all the participants and thanked them for leaving their demanding day to day tasks to
attend this workshop, with some having travelled from far. Among the things she spoke about,
she detailed how the Entrepreneurship program had evolved: its genesis, processes, outputs
and impact it has had on the lives of the 150 women who completed the training. It was
Gender Links’s desire to see more women being
impacted the same way, hence this two day
workshop which would result in additional
facilitators for the program.
The Training of the Trainers from the Councils
was facilitated by Mrs Thandiwe Mlobane who
had been the facilitator/trainer for the
Priscilla Maposa GL Country manager giving welcome remarks,
Entrepreneurship Program. Throughout the Photo Tapiwa Zvaraya
training,
the
Facilitator
encouraged
the
participants to use the “Participatory Approach”
methodology with exercises that are flexible and adapted to the specific needs or priorities that
might come up during the training sessions. She encouraged them to always remember to use
the participatory, action-oriented, and practical way of adult teaching.
After two days of practical learning, numerous exercises and activities, the participants felt that
they were now ready and well equipped to roll out the new program of training the women
survivors of Gender Based Violence in Entrepreneurship
PROCESSES AND ACTIVITIES
Day One
The first day of training started very well. The participants from the different Councils were
eager to learn as much as they could from the workshop. Priscilla Maposa gave a brilliant
summary of the Entrepreneurship program, how it started, the processes, the changes in the
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lives of the women and where they were now. This was useful information, particularly for the
Councils that had not participated in the previous program and also to the Gender Focal Persons
who were new to the program. After her presentation, she handed over to the Facilitator, Mrs
Thandiwe Mlobane to take the participants through the training.
The facilitator used an “Activity” approach to ensure that everyone participated actively. The
first activity was to demonstrate in a humorous manner the difference between “SEX” and
“GENDER”. This was the ice-breaker that the participants could use to kick start their training
back at their Councils.

ACTIVITY 1: DRAW A PICTURE OF A MAN AND THAT OF A WOMAN
One team was asked to draw a picture of a man and the other team drew that of a woman
(each team had to come up with a full drawing of the respective person, from top to toe) as
fast as possible
Both teams lined up in a row about two metres in front of the flipchart papers. This activity was
a race: with one person from each team starting the drawing one line and then running back to
hand over the marker to the second
person who added a new line, and so on.
Both teams started by drawing the head.
Thereafter, they took different ways of
accomplishing the task. The woman had Participants defining sex and gender through drawing, Photo: Tapiwa
Zvaraya.
unequal hands because two people
worked on this part. Each participant in
the teams got the chance to draw.
This was a very interesting exercise where
both teams executed their task with
diligence and demonstrated teamwork
and drawing talents.
The participants were then asked to tell us what was different about the two pictures. These
are some of the differences they noted:


The man had a “six pack” muscles;



The woman had wider hips



The man had a long beard



The woman had bigger breasts;
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ACTIVITY 2: LIST ACTIVITIES/JOBS/ RESPONSIBILITIES OF A MAN AND THOSE OF
A WOMAN
This exercise required cards to be stuck next to the picture of a man and that of a woman. But
because we did not have the cards, we improvised by each team writing next to the picture
they had drawn, what activities, jobs or responsibilities the man or woman had. After that, the
activities/jobs/responsibilities that were common to both, were given two ticks. The activities
that applied only to a man or to a woman were given one tick. These were of a reproductive
nature and they were the ones that had only one tick
In discussing the drawings, these are some of the questions that could be asked:


Are the images clear?



What are the differences between the man and the woman in the drawings?



Which differences relate to biological roles and features, and which relate to social roles?
Mark the biological and the social roles with different colours.



Which biological features belong to one sex only? (Examples: women give birth; men
grow a beard).



Which roles can both women and men carry out?



Can these roles also be carried out by the opposite sex?



Why or why not?

The conclusion was that both women and men can carry out social roles, but social roles tend
to differ according to society. Breast feeding was a task that only the woman could do whilst
impregnating a woman could only be done by a man. Household chores like looking after
children, cooking, gardening, fetching firewood, drawing water, could be done by the man as
well as the woman. The activity was interesting and there was a lot of laughter during this
session.

ACTIVITY 3
Share/ Read the story written by Mary or Use your own stories. Discuss questions in the
Manual.
The Facilitator shared her experiences with a group that struggled to understand the story in
English. So, she told the participants that each time they would be reading out the stories in
the Manual, one of the women would interpret/translate to either Ndebele or Shona or both as
was the case in Victoria Falls. There was no time, however, to actually read the story. But the
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emphasis was on making sure their trainees understood the story by asking them to retell it in
their mother tongue.

ACTIVITY 4 Explain and Discuss what Gender Based Violence is:
Examples of different forms of GBV were explained and discussed. In addition it was discussed
how:
1. Economic development can reduce GBV
2. Economic Development may increase GBV
3. How do we address those factors that could increase GBV?
There was debate around why in some cases when women became economically empowered,
they leave their husbands. One of the male Gender Focal Person felt that when women become
economically empowered, they tend to be arrogant and disrespectful when talking to their
spouses. Other participants did not agree with that view point as they felt that the spouses
would be suffering from insecurity. The facilitator then explained that the Entrepreneurship
program includes a component of Personal Development which guides the women on how to
think about themselves and how to conduct themselves to prevent such occurrences.
ACTIVITY 5: Discussion on effects of GBV on Economic Development
Some of the key economic impacts of GBV discussed were divided as follows:
Direct costs — these are the costs directly incurred because of domestic violence, including, but
not limited to, medical expenses, crisis services, legal services, etc. The facilitator shared the
experience of one of the 150 women who had a physically abusive husband. One day he was
chasing her and she ran to the nearby Police Station. The angry husband was carrying a
catapult which he released and the stone missed her but hit a Police Officer. The Police wanted
to arrest the man but the woman begged them not to do so.
Indirect costs — these costs include impacts on the productivity and earnings of women who
are abused, including productivity loss from early death or days out of the workforce due to
injury.
These can also include the costs (lost productivity, lower tax revenues) incurred from the
incarceration of the abuser, as well as some health costs (for example, the need for later-life
counseling or support for children who have witnessed violence). Examples were given and
discussed.
The facilitator shared some of the experiences of the women who had undergone the
Entrepreneurship program in as far as how GBV had affected them economically. One of those
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participants had failed to pay USD15 for her child to go to school and was crying during the first
day of Phase 1 training. The Facilitator gave her USD40 to pay fees and buy school items for
that child. Another participant was said to have been starving when her husband would come
home after mid night knowing fully well that there was no relish to eat “sadza” with.
With the examples given, the Council staffs were able to appreciate the impact of GBV on
economic development.
ACTIVITY 6: Growing Confidence and Self-belief
The following terms were discussed:


Self-concept (what do I think about myself)



Self-esteem (how much do I value myself)



Self-ideal (what is my dream self)

To make it interesting and more meaningful, the Facilitator shared with the participants her
approach to dealing with this section. She said she would ask the participants to say out their
clan/ totems praises. For example, those whose totem is “Mhofu” would share how the clan
views itself as successful people, particularly the females who are known as “VaChihera”. The
“Shoko” clan would also share their songs of praise. This is always a favourite session of the
training as participants then realise that their forefathers had good self-image as demonstrated
by their totems/ songs of praise. It seemed many of the Council staff did not know their “clan
praise songs”. Most of them said they only knew Mhofu, Soko and Moyo. This could be a
reflection of their age groups and urbanization unlike the participants of the Entrepreneurship
Program who found this session very interesting and all had a lot to contribute.
Thereafter, discussion centred on understanding the various terms that influence how we think
about ourselves, in particular the views about us from people who are close to us. The
participants came up with many examples of this, demonstrating that they understood what
was expected of them when training the Entrepreneurs.
ACTIVITY 7: Art work: Tree of Life
The participants were made to draw a Tree of Life:


Roots: your background and social upbringing



Trunk: structure of your life today (your job, your family, the organizations you belong
to)



Leaves: source of information and learning (such as newspapers, radio, TV, friends,
lectures, life experiences)
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Fruits: achievements (projects we have organized, academic achievements, personal
victories)



Flowers represent our desires, hopes and dreams for the future

This session was interesting and the participants had no difficulty in sharing their “roots” with
the class. This was because all of them had relatively easy backgrounds. They were cautioned,
however, that some of the women they will train may be reluctant to share their “roots” and
their “trunk” as for some of them abuse began early in their lives. Under “ leaves”, the
Facilitator shared her experience with the various women. Some said they rely on their spouses
for information and hardly ever read newspapers. Some said they watch African Movies. The
Facilitator said she “banned” the activity of watching African Movies because they are very long,
3 to 5 hours, thus “eating away” productive time. She encouraged the participants instead to
read widely, particularly books that promote Personal Development such as Dale Carnegie’s
book: “ How to make Friends and Influence people”. Many of the women entrepreneurs have
gone back to school and some now do homework with their children, because of the “leaves”
on the “Tree of Life”.
ACTIVITY 8: Personal Plan
The participants discussed their aspirations and plans for their future, taking into account the
areas they had already succeeded in. The format of the plan is on page 23 of the Manual.
ACTIVITY 9: SOURCES OF INCOME
The facilitator took the opportunity to introduce the four quadrants of earning income, namely
the Employment, Self Employment, Business and Investments as shown below;

Thandiwe Mlobane presenting during the workshop,
Photo: Tapiwa Zvaraya

Sources of income:
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Employment (formal)

Investments:

Fixed salary



Property

Pay Taxes



Equities

Medical Aid



Bonds

Pension
Leave benefits
Self-employment


Informal



Unpredictable
cashflow



No
to
benefits



Tailor



Carpentry



Welding



Vendors



Cross
trading

limited
Business


Formal



Segregation
duties



Small
business
34+ employees



Medium



Large

border

of

Adapted from Rich Dad, Poor Dad ( Kiyosaki, R)
After discussing the four quadrants of:

Employment, self-employment, Business and

Investment, the participants were of the view that it was beneficial to operate in the “Business”
and “investments” quadrants. In self-employment, growth was limited as the individual was
constrained in the event that he/she got sick or had to attend to other activities such as this
training, there would be no-one to attend to the project. In business and investment”
quadrants, the individual generates income through the efforts of others- the employees and
management
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As entrepreneurs, the participants were encouraged to aim to graduate from self-employment
to owning their own businesses through registered companies and then to be investors on the
stock market and /or in real estate. Participants were also taken through the advantages and
disadvantages of operating in each quadrant.

DAY TWO
Day Two started with two songs and a prayer from one of the participants. A recap of the
previous day’s activities and what they had learnt was conducted by the Gender Links Country
Manager, Priscilla Maposa. Thereafter, she handed over to the Facilitator, Mrs Thandiwe
Mlobane.
ACTIVITY 10: Understanding Economics
What Does Economics Mean? Participants came up with various meanings of the term
“economics”. The formal definition for “Economics” that was given was the following:


“Economics is a social science that studies how individuals, governments, firms and
nations make choices on allocating scarce resources to satisfy their unlimited wants”.



Economics can generally be broken down into:
o

macroeconomics, which concentrates on the behavior of the aggregate
economy; and

o

microeconomics, which focuses on individual consumers

Understanding what economics is all about, helps the Entrepreneur to plan for a business within
a specific economic environment.
Once the definition of “Economics” was understood, the Facilitator moved on to discussing the
various “Economic Activities” as follows:
Economic activity is the production and distribution of goods and services. The production of
goods and services is done within three sectors:
i.

The Primary Sector: agriculture, quarrying, mining,

ii.

The Secondary Sector: manufacturing, construction

iii.

The Tertiary/Services Sector: banking, finance, entertainment, tourism, retail, etc

The Facilitator highlighted the need to understand these sectors as they determine the level of
profitability. The trainee entrepreneur has to know in which sector their business is in.
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ACTIVITY 11: Definition of Entrepreneur
An entrepreneur is:
“Any person (participant 1) who identifies an opportunity in the market (participant 2),
gathers resources (participant 3) and creates (participant 4) and grows a business
venture to meet these needs (participant 5). He or she bears the risk of the venture
(participant 6) and is rewarded with profit and/or dividends if it succeeds.” (Participant
7)

This definition of an entrepreneur was translated to Shona. Two teams of seven people each
was set up. Each participant recited a line in sequence as follows:
Participant1: “Entrepreneur munhu, angave murume kana mukadzi” (An entrepreneur is a man
or a woman)
Participant 2: “Anoona mikana iripo pamisika yekutenga nekutengesa” (Who sees opportunities
in the market place)
Participant 3: “Anounganidza zvinodiwa nevashandi vacho” (He/she mobilizes the required
resources including labour)
Participant 4: “Anovumba bhizinisi racho” (He/she starts a business)
Participant 5: “Anorirera, orikurisa” (He/she builds it, nurtures the business)
Participant 6: “Anoridzivirira panjodzi dziripamisika yekutenga nekutengesa” (He/she puts in
place risk mitigation measures)
Participant 7: “Ndiye anowana mibairo yacho kana maprofits nemadhivhidhenzi acho kana
bhizinesi rabudirira” (He/she benefits from the business if it is successful. He/she derives
rewards such as profits or dividends)
The two teams carried out this task extremely well. However, they were informed that it might
not be that easy for the trainee entrepreneurs given the low levels of education that some of
them have.

ACTIVITY 12: Business Plan
Participants were asked to set aside a notebook for the Business Plan separate from the book
they were using for note taking. The Business Plan template that they were given has eight
steps. The eight steps are extracted from the Manual. The Business Plan answers the following
questions:
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What products or services does the business offer?



Who are the customers?



How does the business sell its products or services?



Which needs does the business fulfill for the customers?”

Using the questions outlined in the Case Study, the participants were asked to answer them but
relate their answers to their own desired projects as shown below:
Step 1: What products or services does the business offer?
Business/Project Description
To answer this question, the participants were to provide a brief explanation of the business in
a clear and concise manner. Additional questions to comprehensively describe the project or
business idea included the following:
i.

What products/ services does/ will your business provide?

ii.

Where is your business located?

iii.

Who will own/ owns the business?

iv.

When was the business started?

v.
If you are looking for finance, how much money are you seeking and for what
purposes?

The participants were advised about the likely challenges they would face in getting their
trainees to write down their business ideas. This is because for some of the trainees, it would
be difficult to put their thoughts on paper or to describe their current ventures. To simplify this
process, the participants were asked to first write a cover sheet with their contact details and
name of the business/ project. Certain names of businesses such as the popular “Kupfuma
Ishungu” ( To get rich is due to desire) were discouraged but rather business names that were
appealing and descriptive of the business were preferred.

After the cover sheet, the participants were asked to write a price list as shown below:
Item

Unit

Price
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Dressed chicken

1.2 kg

USD7.00

Live chicken

1.2kg

USD6.00

Gizzards and livers

500 g

USD1.00

Feet

1.00kg

USD2.00

The advantage of starting with a price list is it gives the entrepreneur a chance to think through
their business and see if it makes economic sense to proceed with the idea. Later on, the price
list assists in projecting future sales and income.
Step 2: Who are the customers?
Target Market
It was explained to the participants that businesses succeed because of the ability to meet the
needs and desires of your customers; clearly identifying these customers; and writing a list of
one’s potential customers. It is not sufficient to merely state that “everyone is my customer”,
but to show that you know who exactly the customers are, what they want, and that there are
enough of them to support your business. Thereafter, they were asked to indicate in writing
who their customers, or target market for their businesses would be.
The completion of this step was achieved with some difficulty as most of the participants were
not able to accurately and correctly identify their customers. Some of them thought their
customers were only those who were passing by whilst others assumed that everyone wanted
their products, which is not true. After a lengthy explanation and further re-emphasis on the
need to identify and target a particular market; the participants grasped the concept and
accomplished the exercise of defining target markets well.
A table showing the ten “anchor” customers was required. Participants were asked to make use
of the contacts on their phones. Also, for each of the ten “:anchor” customers, they had to
indicate the products that they would buy as well as the reasons why they would buy those
products. The reasons had to be personal and not because the product is a good one.
Step 3: Competition
The Consultant advised the participants that understanding and describing your competition
helps you present a stronger case to your business plan readers. Keeping an eye on your
competition keeps you on your toes and helps you build and run a better business. What kinds
of businesses contend with you for your customers’ attention and money? The participants had
to answer these questions in step 3 of their Business plan:
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Who are your major competitors?



On what basis will you compete? (Price? convenience? Quality? Service?)



How does what you will offer objectively compare to that offered by your
competitors?



How many new companies have entered in the field in the past few years? Who are
they?



What barriers to entry make it difficult for new competitors to enter the market?



What new competition might surface in the future?

The participants were advised about the different types of competition:


Direct competition



Indirect competition – products that meet similar needs

Participants were asked to list the types of businesses and the specific companies or individuals
that compete with their businesses. What are their strengths? What are their weaknesses? In
the process they had to highlight their businesses’ competitive edge. “Why will your customers
choose you over your competitor?” was the main question to answer for Step 3.
Most participants managed to identify their competitors as well as their products’ substitutes.
This was encouraging since this exercise was going to help them to come up with a marketing
and sales plan that would “demolish” competition.
Step 4: Marketing and Sales Plan
The Facilitator referred the participants to the module under the Marketing and Sales Plan
which is Step 4 of the Business Plan they were developing. To enable the participants to
understand the marketing and sales strategy, they were introduced to the Ps of marketing
management which are mainly:
i.
Product: what product or services you will sell; quality of the product; quantities the
product will be sold in;
ii.

Price- what prices you will charge? Expensive; affordable; low prices;

iii.

Promotion- how you will promote your business products and services;

iv.
Place-location of the business; how the place of business looks like- e.g. is it a run-down
stall or is it a smart and clean cubicle at a shopping mall?
v.

People- how are they dressed? How do the staff present themselves to customers?
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vi.

Packaging- how are your products packaged?

During this session participants were taught how to market their products with emphasis on the
use and application of the 6 Ps of Marketing. Pricing was notably the easiest task of them all
and everyone did it quickly and packaging was the most important one. They were advised
against the use of unlabelled or recycling of containers.
An individual exercise was done on promotion for participants to demonstrate their
understanding of one of these Ps. Each participant had to say out when the promotion would
start and end; what products would be on promotion; and what the customers got during the
promotion period. An example of one of the promotions that would be carried out was given as
follows:
“From 1 May 2018 to 31 May 2018, buy 2 pairs of shoes for USD20 each and get a pair
of socks priced USD2 for free”.
Every participant read out their promotion plan and it was clear that everybody understood the
marketing and sales plan. The participants discussed the various media they could use to
communicate their marketing message.

Step 5: Production and Operations Plan
How are you going to run your business? Emphasize any operational aspects that give your
business project a competitive edge. If you have figured a way to cut operational costs and
increase your profit margin by using innovative methods or lower fixed costs, highlight those
aspects in the business plan.
The Operations section of your business plan briefly describes how you execute the basic
functions of your project business: - services, keeping on top of inventory, and delivering your
product/service to your customer. This is what Step 5 was all about.
The participants were taught about the Operations Management Framework comprising of
inputs, the transformation process and outputs. This operations management framework
enables the business operator to identify operational problems and potential solutions to
achieve profitability.
They were taught that inputs are the requirements of the business, for example, what type and
size of the fowl run is required? How many day-old chicks can be accommodated? How much
stock of feeds is required? How many workers are needed and what skills should they have?
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The transformational process involves the activities done in order to convert inputs into outputs,
for example, what activities will the workers be doing? Will they feed the chicks with starter
mash or pellets? Will they clean the fowl-run, how often? What output will you get in terms of
quantity (kgs) of the various products? Will your operation meet the quality standards?
The participants were urged to incorporate socially responsible practices into their operations
plan and highlighting the positive impact this business will have on the community and
environment.
Step 5, which was the Operations Plan was achieved without any significant challenges since
participants had some experience of the projects they were writing about.
Step 6: Management Structure
The Gender Focal Person for Chiredzi Town Council, Precious Mutsetse an HR practitioner
volunteered to lead this session. She
started off by defining what HR
Management entailed:
Recruitment,
Reward, Training and Development,
Discipline and Conduct. Thereafter, the
participants discussed the following under
this step:


identify key team members or
staff;



explain the numbers needed and
requisite skills;



Forecast future management needs;



Describe your staffing structure; and



.Identify members (if your Organization accepts) of your board or directors and advisory
committee as well as any consultants;

Chiredzi Town Council GFP Precious Mutsetse leading the "Management
Structure" discussion, Photo: Tapiwa Zvaraya.

To complete this section quicker, the participants needed to write on a separate paper, the
following:


Qualifications, experience and attributes of key managers (or job specifications if
you have not identified officials to be seconded to the business project);



Organizational chart or organogram;
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Salary and payroll numbers (how much will the staff earn? How will it compare with
the business’s payroll structure/)



Requirements of proposed board members/ Directors, advisors, and consultants.

Most of the participants had between three and five employees in their business ventures and
were capable of completing this task with ease. The drawing of an organogram or
management structure was completed in record time as the participants easily understood this
section.
Step 7: Future Developments
In defining what an entrepreneur was, the participants agreed that he/she was someone who
among other things had the capability of “growing” a business opportunity.
Future
Developments are therefore, about that growth. The Facilitator had this to say on Future
Developments of the business:
“The section of this business plan shows you have given careful thought to how your
business will grow over time. Show your vision of the future of your business, along
with a realistic strategy of getting there. Be sure your plan incorporates well defined
goals, specific milestones, and an honest assessment of risk. Be certain to include an
exit plan; demonstrate how your business and investors (if any) can eventually recover
the investment you have put into the business and convert any increase in value into
cash,”
Participants understood this section of the Business Plan as it is very similar to the Strategic
Plans for Council. A number of the Gender Focal Persons are Town Planners responsible for
drawing Plans for their Councils. They were advised to pay particular attention to this section
when helping their trainees as they articulate their vision for the future.
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Participants were taught how to do a “Vision Dashboard” in a tabular form as shown below:
Description/Issue

2019

2020

2021

2022

of 2

4

6

15

20

Product Lines

5

6

10

12

18

Distribution points

2

4

4

7

10

Wheel barrows

1

1

2

2

3

Fowl Run

1x20 m2

1x20m2

2x20m2

2x20m2

6x40m2

Number
employees

2018

Participants were urged to assist their future trainees with designing this dashboard to guide
them in Strategic planning for their businesses.
Step 8: Financials
Step 8: Financials involved coming up with the amount required to start the project, projecting
all expenses, projecting all income and coming up with a net cash flow position.
The participants were informed that the four most important financial statements to include in
their business plans included the following:
a. Income Statement
b. Balance Sheet
c. Cash – Flow projection
d. Sources and Use of Funds
The step answered the questions and hints contained in the Module such as:


How much money do you need to start the business?



Do you have any idea about where you can get the money?



Costing- provide information about the costs of your products or services

Participants were able to draw up a Projected Income Statement and Balance Sheet as well as a
Projected Cash Flow Statement.
Phase 2 of the project will build and cement on this foundational course.
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OUTCOMES
The following are the outcomes of the Training of Trainers Workshop held over two days:
Confidence Building:
The majority of the participants work in departments that have nothing to do with business or
entrepreneurship. Most of them have never worked anywhere else other than for the Council.
As a result, when the workshop started, they were not sure that they would be in a position to
train the women to be entrepreneurs. For some of them, they did not even know that there was
a difference between “Sex” and “Gender”, especially those that were not Gender Focal Persons.
Confidence building was achieved through doing a lot of activities such as dividing the team into
two groups. One group was to draw a man and the other a women. The emphasis was on that
each and every member of the group was to take part in the drawing, no one was supposed to
draw more than others. The two groups took two minutes to discuss how they were to
accomplish the task of drawing the pictures. They arranged and coordinated themselves
perfectly and managed to come up with drawings showing the difference between a man and a
woman. They displayed proper teamwork and cohesion. Team members managed to positively
influence each other. The degree of confidence of participants could be said to have been high.
The second activity required the two groups to write the work/jobs/activities/roles of women
and men next to the woman or man they had initially drawn. One of the teams struggled
initially with this task but later on caught on what needed to be done. Thus the participants will
be able to train others on this activity with ease.
The Tree of Life was another confidence building exercise. It assisted participants to deal with
possibilities of encountering women with difficult pasts and appreciate the positive things in the
present, how to get more information, goal setting and to understand self, better in terms of
weaknesses and strengths. The participants spoke freely about their roots, the trunk, leaves,
fruits and flowers. They were made aware that they could come across women who would who
would be struggling with their past and life today. So, they would need to exercise caution and
empathy when dealing with them.
The section on ‘Economics” opened them up to understanding what makes an economy grow,
what economic activities contribute most in terms of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The
additional information not covered specifically in the Manual, raised their level of confidence in
their ability to train others.
Writing Skills:
The tools used aid in the development of writing skills were:
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A scholars exercise book for notes



A pen



Taking charge handbook
reading and also filling in



A writing pad for writing the
business plan

for

Every participant was asked to write notes in the Participants taking down notes, Photo: Tapiwa Zvaraya
exercise books.
By so doing, the Facilitator
ensured that they would help the future entrepreneurs to commit their Business Plans on paper.
The “eight step” business plan model also made it a lot easier to develop a bankable Business
plan that the participants could use for themselves alongside their future trainees.
Public Speaking:
The facilitator involved the participants in a lot of speeches individually and in groups as a way
of enhancing their public speaking skills. The public speaking exercises took different forms in
the two days and included, but not limited to:
 Singing at the start of each day. This was done as a way of them showing of their
confidence and also as a way of evaluating their talents such as entertainment or choir
which could be translated into money. There were two participants who stood out in
singing which talent would be very helpful when training the women. Overall,
participants were extremely articulate and confident during discussions.
 Recaps of previous day’s work was done in the morning and each and every participant
would say what it was that they particularly remembered from the previous day’s
activities. Recap would be changed to the participants forming teams of three which
would take turns asking each other questions and answering them. Evaluation was on
how confident the teams were on asking and answering questions, the depth of the
questions raised and how comprehensively the questions were answered. The quality
of the questions and answers, overally, was excellent except for a few who hardly spoke
unless the Consultant specifically asked them to.
 The definition of Entrepreneur was dramatized through a team of seven people at a time
and this activity boosted their confidence in public speaking. No- one person struggled
with this exercise. This exercise was done in Shona and Ndebele.
Decision Making:
Decision making was taught through the business planning process in the following areas;
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Choice of business/project



Target market, where they choose their customers



Deciding on how to promote your business ideas in terms of period it will run, what
products on promotion and benefits to customers of the promotion



Exit Strategy Matrix: when to exit from an industry sector; how to diversify; and when to
do “ Nothing” and for how long

Business Skills
IT skills:
The participants were informed that they should assist the women entrepreneurs to
communicate effectively with other stakeholders in the market by helping them to create email
addresses and teach them basic computer skills.
Developing Business Plans:
Participants were introduced to the business world through an analysis of the four quadrants of
making money, which are Employment, Self Employment, Business and Investments. Secondly
they were taken through the different sectors of the economy, namely agriculture,
manufacturing, mining and services sectors. The sectors were further divided into micro, small,
medium and large enterprises.
The business plan was introduced to participants as an eight step process. The participants,
except for a few, did this exercise very well, particularly identifying their target market.
Conclusion
The participants were a pleasure to work with because throughout the two days they displayed
the desire to learn as much as they could from the Facilitator’s experience. They would ask
questions and probe further on issues they would not have understood.
Participants were advised to seriously take up what they learnt. They were encouraged to
follow the eight steps Business Plan as this model consolidates all the aspects raised in the
Manuals. They were also encouraged to advise their entrepreneurs to consider doing projects
which did not require huge capital up front, like offering services such as catering, hairdressing
and cleaning services among others.
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Annexes:
Annex A: PROGRAMME
Programme for the Entrepreneurship Training of Trainers (ToT) Workshop
Venue: Pandhari Hotel
Date: 10 -11 April 2018
Day one
08:00-08:30
08:30-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-10:30
10:30-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-14:30
14:30- 15:30
15:30 – 16:00
16:30-17:00
08:00-08:30
08:30-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-14:30
14:30-15:00
15:00-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-17:00

Item
Introductions and welcome
Introduction to the programme,
Role
and and
responsibilities
of a
experience
results
TEA
facilitator
Review of life skills participant and
LUNCH
TOT manuals
Discussion
Review
of
entrepreneurship
TEA
participant and TOT manuals;
Discussion and wrap up
 Identify
and
demonstrate
Day
two
business
ideas
Recap of previous day
Starting
Match
business opportunities to
a business
market needs
Pricing and cash flow
 Managing marketing and selling
TEA
processes
Record
keeping
and stock control
 Customer
service
Raising
funds
and
tendering
 Size location diversity
in business
Understanding the M&E
LUNCH
Resource mobilization
Mentorship
TEA
Discussion
Wrap up

Documents/Tools
PowerPoint
Flip chart
Manuals/PowerPoint

Who
GL staff
GL staff
GL staff

Manual/PowerPoint

GL staff

GL staff
Manuals/PowerPoint GL staff
ALL
GL staff
Manual/PowerPoint
Manual/PowerPoint
Manual/PowerPoint

GL staff
GL staff
GL staff

Manual/PowerPoint
Manual/PowerPoint

GL staff
GL staff

PowerPoint
PowerPoint
Manual

GL staff
GL staff

Forms

GL staff
GL staff
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ANNEX B: REGISTRATION LIST

GENDER LINKS ZIMBABWE 2018
Event:
Date:
Venue:
Name

Entrepreneurship ToT Workshop
10-11 April 2018
PANDHARI HOTEL
Surname

Sex – Tick

M

F

-18


Hilda

Kabangure

Ticahaona

Mlauzi

Maria

Mudzuri

Kuda

Tigere

Age – Tick

1825

2640

4150

5160











Organisatio
n



Email

Cell

60
+
Chinhoyi
Municpality

hkabangwe@gmail.com

0772903777

Chinhoyi
Municipality

tmlauzi166@gmail.com

0772661861

Manyame
RDC

mudzurimaria@gmail.com

0773514245

Goromonzi
RDC

ktigere@gmal.com

0772357544
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Name

Surname

Sex – Tick

M

F

Age – Tick

-18

1825

2640

4150

5160

Organisatio
n

Email

Cell

Gender Links

Augustinechiwanha81@gmail.co
m

0776616435

Chiredzi Town
Council
Mazhandu
Chattered
Accountants
Mazhandu
Chattered
Accountants
Bulawayo City
Council
Bulawayo City
Council
Chegutu
Municipality
Chegutu
Municipality
City Of Gweru

owenkm1112@gmail.com

0773054191

rufaroann@gmail.com

0712061319

tmlobane@yahoo.com

0712608112

sifisodubet@gmail.com

0772862660

Ssibanda27@gmail.com

0772402761

Jenmakamba@gmail.com

0772925811

kasamug@yaho.com

0774124766

admirechigayo@gmail.com

07735378183

City Of
Kadoma
City of Gweru

zvinaie@gmail.com

0736106108

magambiza@gmail.com

0772465405

Murewa RDC

winnetchitawo@gmail.com

0776993503

60
+


Augustine

Chikwanha

Owen
Rufaro

Gwasira
Chawora



Thandiwe

Mlobane



Sifiso

Dube



Sikhanyiso

Sibanda










Jenipher
George
Admire
Exton
Manford Admire









Makamba








Kasamu
Chigayo








Muzavazi
Gambiza
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Name

Surname

Sex – Tick

M

F

Age – Tick

-18

Winnet

Tambara

Fainesi

Bwakaya



Constance

Chinyemba



Tariro

Chimbindi

1825

2640

4150

5160




Loverage
Cuthbert

Mutsetse
Nhamoyebo
nde
Maposa

Theresa

Masocha

Tapiwa

Zvaraya

Priscilla

Maposa

Faib28@hotmail.com

0773999501

Goromonzi
RDC

constance.chinyembah@gmail.co
m

0772487771

stephenchimbindi@gmail.com

0772811002

mutsetsepre@gmail.com

0772397479

123loverage@gmail.com

0773967663

cuthymaposa@gmail.com

0712335585

theresamas95@gmail.com

0783810482

Gender Links

zimmande@genderlinks.org.za

0773955517

Gender links

zimmanager@genderlinks.org.za







Gender Links












Cell

Zvimba RDC





Email

60
+

Manyame
RDC
Chiredzi Town
Council
Gender Links




Precious

Organisatio
n






0772735722
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Attendance by sex
Male

12

50%

Female

12

50%

Total

24

100%
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Annex C: Evaluation
14 Evaluations received
Date: 11 March 2018

Participants were asked to evaluate the workshop. Results in Figure 1, shows that overall, 89%
of the participants were satisfied with the workshop with participants’ level of satisfaction
ranging from 86% on group work activities to 93% on networking.
COMMENTS
1. Which session did you find most useful? Why?
 All of them were useful.
 Business management plan.
 The session that touched me mostly was the first phase of inception mainly meant for
the participants.
 Sources of income. An analysis of the economic situation is quite topical and relevant.
 Economics, it enlightened me on the link between micro and macroeconomics and the
contribution.
 Defining sex and gender.
 Business plan.
 Capacity building and building agency.
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Group work session as it was participatory.
Entrepreneurship, how to set up a business even with the little resources but through
seeing opportunities.

2. Which session did you find least useful? Why?
 No session was least useful.
 Financials. Given that it’s the initial stage, I am not sure if participants will be able to
understand everything.
 Session on financials. It is too technical for the intended beneficiaries/large groups.
3. How will you apply what you have gained from this engagement?
 By starting my own business and following these steps.
 I will start at my home then the community.
 The first step I shall commit myself to start a business.
 Feedback will be given to other colleagues.
 Through engagement and identifying competitive advantage and ride on them.
 Will go and train the gender committees together with the Ministry of Women and Youth
Affairs officials.
 Train others.
 Train the entrepreneurs and use the information for my personal development.
 Personally and to my students.
 Go back to Gweru and apply.
 We will conduct our own local training programs with local entrepreneurs at our council
facilities.
 By engaging and encouraging vulnerable groups to implement business opportunities.
4. Any other comments?
 It was very educative and eye opening.


Well done.



The program was well conducted.
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